Instructions to take a ride share or taxi from LAX international airport to Chapman University:

LAX-it (pronounced LA Exit) pick-up area is the new way to get to your Taxi, Lyft, Opoli or Uber. LAX-it is located outside the main airport loop across from terminal 1.

1. After baggage claim at your terminal, walk outside to the ground level and look for the LAX-it sign:

2. Follow the sign to wait at your terminal for the free LAX-it shuttle. Shuttles arrive every 3-5 minutes to each terminal and will take you directly to LAX-it pickup area. From the Tom Bradley international terminal, the shuttle ride time is approximately 11 minutes to LAX-it. You can also walk to the LAX-it pickup area instead of taking the shuttle. The walk time from the international terminal to LAX-it is approximately 20 minutes. Other walking times vary by terminal.
3. Once you arrive at LAX-it pickup area, follow the signs to your preferred method of transportation: Taxi, Lyft, Opoli or Uber. Restrooms, food trucks, and charging stations are available at LAX-it.

4. Once you get to the area for your preferred method of transportation, open the rideshare app on your phone (tip: have the app already downloaded and your account created), set the pickup location to LAX and enter your destination address (1 University Drive, Orange, CA 92866).
5. A code will appear on your phone. Follow the signs to your zone assigned (based on which app you use). Show the code to the LAX-it staff and they will tell you where to go. Tell your assigned driver your code and they will receive your destination address and you will be on your way! LAX-it staff will be in green jackets and can help you find your way.